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Welcome and Introduction

• Goal: Provide an opportunity for ECP participants to discuss the MPI standard and

key implementations

• Outline
– MPI 4 status and roadmap – David Bernholdt
– Major MPI 4 features
• Sessions, Persistent Collectives – Howard Pritchard
• MPI_T – Kathryn Mohror
• Hardware Topologies – George Bosilca
• Error Management – Yanfei Guo
• Partitioned Communications – Ryan Grant

– Possible additional MPI 4 features – Ryan Grant
– Other MPI Forum topics – George Bosilca
– Recent highlights in MPICH – Yanfei Guo
– Recent highlights in Open MPI – Howard Pritchard
– General Q&A and discussion – You!
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Other MPI-Related Events at the ECP 4AM
• Wednesday
– Poster #99: Open MPI for Exascale (OMPI-X)
– Poster #45: MPICH: A High-Performance MPI Implementation
– Tutorial: Getting it Right with Open MPI, Wednesday 10:30am-12:00pm, Founders II
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MPI 4.0 Status and Roadmap
Approved for public release

David E. Bernholdt
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(Mostly borrowed from Martin Shulz’s presentation at EuroMPI 2019)

The MPI Forum drives MPI
• The MPI Forum is the standards body for MPI
– Discusses additions and new directions
– Oversees the correctness and quality of the standard
– Represents MPI to the community
• Organization consists of chair, secretary, editor, convener, and member organizations
• Open membership
– Any organization is welcome to participate
– Consists of working groups and the actual MPI forum (plenary)
– Physical meetings 4 times each year (3 in the US, one with EuroMPI/Asia/USA)
• Working groups meet between forum meetings (via phone)
• Plenary/full forum work is done mostly at the physical meetings
– Voting rights depend on attendance
• An organization has to be present two out of the last three meetings (incl. the current one) to be eligible
to vote
– New items receive a “reading” and “2 votes”
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MPI Forum Working Groups
• Collective Communication, Topology,

Communicators, Groups
•

Torsten Hoefler, Andrew Lumsdaine and Anthony
Skjellum

• Fault Tolerance
• Wesley Bland, Aurélien Bouteiller and Rich
Graham

• Persistence
• Anthony Skjellum
• Point to Point Communication
• Rich Graham and Dan Holmes
• Remote Memory Access
• Bill Gropp and Rajeev Thakur

• HW Topologies
• Guillaume Mercier

• Semantic Terms
• Rolf Rabenseifner and Purushotham Bangalore

• Hybrid Programming
• Pavan Balaji and Jim Dinan

• Sessions
• Dan Holmes

• Big Count
• Jeff Hammond and Anthony Skjellum

• Tools
• Marc-Andre Hermanns
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Current Status of MPI
• MPI 3.0 ratified in September 2012
– Major new functions

• MPI 3.1 ratified in June 2015
– Minor updates and additions

• Fully adopted in all major MPIs
• MPI 4.0 work coming to an end
– Targeted for SC 2020
– Final readings December 2019

• Major areas of work for MPI 4.0
– New init options via MPI Sessions
– New tool interface for events
– Solution for “Big Count” operations
– Simple fault handling to enable fault tolerance

solutions

– Better support for streaming and threaded

communication

– Topology optimizations

– Draft standard available as of 11/19
• https://www.mpi-forum.org/docs/drafts/mpi-2019-

draft-report.pdf

– Standards and drafts available at http://www.mpi-

forum.org/
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Then…
MPI 4.1: A Clean-Up Pass for the MPI Standard?
• No semantic changes, but …
• Integration of new Terms and Conventions
•

Sounds small, is big

• Terminology cleanup
• Process vs. MPI Process
• MPI Sessions vs. MPI_T Sessions
• Consistent bindings
• Chapter re-organization
• Editorial changes and fixes
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Beyond 4.1 – Speculations
• “Trivial” additions
– Fill in routines for orthogonality
– Expand partitioned communications
– More info keys
– Fortran bindings for MPI_T
– Mandatory MPI_T PVARs, CVARs, Events

• Adaptivity
• Global sessions (bubbles)
• QMPI (update to PMPI)
• Separation of language bindings from underlying semantics
• And many more ideas
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Let Your Voice Be Heard
• If MPI capabilities, performance, and scalability are important to your software, get involved with the

MPI Forum and the major MPI implementations

• Many labs and universities already participate regularly in MPI Forum meetings
– Figure out who your representatives are and talk to them!
– If your institution doesn’t have a representative, consider becoming one (or recruiting someone else)

• ECP supports two MPI-related projects, based around two major implementations
– MPICH: ANL
– Open MPI: ORNL, LANL, LLNL, SNL, UTK
– Talk to us!
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Up Next…
– Major MPI 4 features
• Sessions – Howard Pritchard
• Persistent Collectives – Howard Pritchard
• MPI_T – Kathryn Mohror
• Hardware Topologies – George Bosilca
• Error Management – Yanfei Guo
• Partitioned Communications – Ryan Grant

– Possible additional MPI 4 features – Ryan Grant
– Other MPI Forum topics – George Bosilca
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Sessions

Howard Pritchard
Los Alamos National Laboratory

MPI Sessions
• First vote planned for the upcoming Portland MPI Forum meeting later this month

• Functional prototype available at
https://github.com/hpc/ompi/tree/sessions_new
• The prototype is based on Open MPI
• Requires latest PMIx (master or what will become the 4.x PMIx release stream)
• Requires PRRTE
• The prototype is somewhat behind the current Sessions proposal - will be
updated soon. Note this is a working branch and is periodically rebased against
upstream Open MPI master branch.
• Set of examples are available at
https://github.com/hppritcha/mpi_sessions_tests
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Persistent Collectives

Howard Pritchard
Los Alamos National Laboratory

MPI Persistent Collectives
• Voted in to MPI 4 standard at Barcelona MPI Forum Meeting (9/18)

• Major goal is to provide benefits to applications with repetitive collective
operations
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MPI Persistent Collectives - initialization
• Initialization call for a persistent collective operation is non-local, all members of

the communicator being supplied to the initialization operation must eventually
invoke this initialization call
• Initialization calls must be invoked in the same order across all members of the
communicator being used. In other words, persistent collective initialization calls
follow the same ordering rule as existing blocking collective calls
• The info argument to these initialization calls can be used to specify MPI
implementation specific optimizations.
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MPI Persistent Collectives - starting/completion semantics
• Output request argument from a collective initialization call may be used zero or

more times to start the corresponding collective operation using MPI_Start or
MPI_Startall.
• This request must be inactive before starting a persistent collective operation.
Starting a persistent collect operation makes it active. In other words, there can
only be one outstanding collective operation on a persistent collective request.
• The order in which persistent collective operations are started can differ between
MPI processes invoking these operations.
• Input and output buffers should not be modified once a request is started.
• Completing a persistent request using MPI_Wait, MPI_Test, etc. completes the
operation but does not free the request.
• Active persistent collective requests cannot be cancelled.
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Introduction to the
MPI_T Events Interface
TOOL S WOR KI N G G ROU P

LEA D: MA RC - A N DRE HE R MANNS
K ATHRYN MOHROR

1

MPI performance analysis tools relied on the profiling
interface (PMPI) for 20+ years

MPI_Recv(…)

MPI_Send(…)

MPI_Send(…){
++sends;
ret = PMPI_Send(…);
return ret;
}

MPI_Recv(…){
++recvs;
ret = PMPI_Recv(…);
return ret;
}

MPI Implementation
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But what happens in the MPI implementation is still a
black box …

MPI_Recv(…)

MPI_Send(…)

MPI_Send(…){
++sends;
ret = PMPI_Send(…);
return ret;
}

MPI_Recv(…){
++recvs;
ret = PMPI_Recv(…);
return ret;
}

MPI Implementation
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But what happens in the MPI implementation is still a
black box …
Drove the design of the MPI Tools Information Interface (MPI_T)

MPI_Recv(…)

MPI_Send(…)

MPI_Send(…){
++sends;
ret = PMPI_Send(…);
return ret;
}

MPI_Recv(…){
++recvs;
ret = PMPI_Recv(…);
return ret;
}

MPI Implementation
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MPI Tools Information Interface (MPI_T) introduced in
MPI 3.0
No variables are defined in the MPI Standard; all information exposed is decided by the MPI
implementation
MPI implementation gets to decide what and when variables are exposed
◦ Performance variables: number of packets used for a message, memory allocated
◦ Control variables: eager limit, buffer sizes and management

Tools call into MPI via query interface to discover, read, and set variables
Tool or Application
Query for
Variables

Return Variable
Information

Start
Measurement

Stop
Measurement

Read
Value

Measured Interval

MPI Implementation
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With MPI_T Events we can get notification of events
that occur inside the MPI library
PERUSE 1.0 specification diagram
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MPI_T Events follow the same principles as MPI_T
performance and control variables
No events are defined in the standard; all events exposed are decided by the MPI
implementation
MPI implementation gets to decide what events and when events are exposed
Tools call into MPI via query interface to discover and register for available events
A callback interface notifies tools of event occurrence

Tool or Application
Query for
Events

Return Event
Information

Register for
events

Event
Notification

Event
Notification

MPI Implementation
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Prototype implementation in Open MPI

EuroMPI 2018 paper: Hermanns et al., Enabling callback-driven runtime introspection via MPI_T
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The MPI_T Events is very near adoption into the
Standard
Passed its first vote in the December 2019 meeting
https://github.com/mpi-forum/mpi-issues/issues/113

EuroMPI 2018 paper: Hermanns et al., Enabling callback-driven runtime introspection via MPI_T

Interested in joining into the Tools Working Group?
◦ https://github.com/mpiwg-tools/tools-issues
◦ Meet (nearly) every Thursday at 8am Pacific / 5 pm MEZ
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Hardware Topologies

George Bosilca
University of Tennessee - Knoxville

Hardware topologies and MPI
• MPI provides a flat view of the process map
that contradicts the complex hardware
architectures
• MPI_Comm_split_type(comm, split_type,
key, info, newcomm)
• Supported split_type:
MPI_COMM_TYPE_SHARED (processes able to
create a shared memory region, aka. processes
on the same node)
• Key defines the rank in the resulting
communicators (similarly to MPI_COMM_SPLIT)
• Implementations are free to support additional
values

• Open MPI supports all HWLOC types (NUMA, SOCKET,
CORE, CACHE_L*, …)

Accessing other levels in the hardware hierarchy
• New split_type value for MPI_COMM_SPLIT_TYPE:
MPI_COMM_TYPE_HW_SUBDOMAIN, together with the desired level as
part of the info argument.
• Guided Strategy (#132)

• Driven by the info key mpi_hw_subdomain_type with an implementation specific
value
• API to query hardware resource names (#154)

• MPI_GET_HWSUBDOMAIN_NAMES(comm, &resources, *info)
• MPI_INFO_GET_VALUELEN and MPI_INFO_GET to parse the levels associated with the info
object

• Unguided strategy (#156)

• Driven by the split_type MPI_COMM_TYPE_HW_UNGUIDED (or by
MPI_COMM_TYPE_HW_SUBDOMAIN without an info argument)
• Divide the current communicator into separate communicators each one sharing a
single instance of a monotonically decreasing hardware level (socket -> core ->
hw_thread).

Accessing other levels in the hardware hierarchy
• Issues:

• What is the architecture is asymmetric ?
• MPI_COMM_SPLIT_TYPE is a collective all processes must participate with the
same level of hardware in order to avoid overlap between the generated
communicators.
• What happen if processes migrate during execution ?
• How is the user getting feedback about the success of the operation ?
• the info key mpi_hw_resource_type for each MPI process in the group associated with a
returned communicator is set to an implementation-defined string that indicates the
hardware resource type represented

• How to quesry for specific hardware support from the MPI library
(MPIX_Query_cuda_support?)

Substitutes for existing capabilities
• Current definition of MPI_Dims_create is neither:
• Application topology aware
• Hardware topology aware

• Substitute for / enhancement to existing MPI-1

• MPI_Dims_create (size_of_comm_old, ndims, dims[ndims] );
• MPI_Cart_create (comm_old, ndims, dims[ndims], periods, reorder, *comm_cart);

• MPI_Cart_weighted_create( /* IN */ MPI_Comm old_comm,
/* IN */ int ndims,
/* IN */ double dim_weights[ndims], /*or MPIX_WEIGHTS_EQUAL*/
/* IN */ int periods[ndims],
/* IN */ MPI_Info info, /* or MPI_INFO_NULL */
/*INOUT*/ int dims[ndims],
/*OUT*/ MPI_Comm *comm_cart );
• – Arguments have same meaning as in MPI_Dims_create & MPI_Cart_create
• – See next slide for meaning of dim_weights[ndims]

Error Management in MPI-4

Yanfei Guo
Assistant Computer Scientist
Argonne National Laboratory

Improvement on Error Management in MPI
 Making errors in MPI more usable
 Non-catastrophic Error
– Don’t assume MPI is broken if an error occurred

 Clarify the Scope of Error
– Don’t just abort everything if an error occurred

Non-catastrophic Error
 Resource exhaustion is not catastrophic
– Internal state of MPI is not changed
– Wait for resource release
– Switch to different approach

 I/O Errors
 Use MPI_ERRORS_RETURN
– Check error code

https://github.com/mpi-forum/mpi-issues/issues/28

Clarify the Scope of Error
 If an error raised on a COMM, only that COMM should be aborted.
– Everyone else is alive, can either keep going or preserve the state

 New error handle MPI_ERRORS_ABORT
– Subcom abort error handler

 MPI_ABORT does that same thing
 MPI_ERRORS_ARE_FATAL still aborts everything

https://github.com/mpi-forum/mpi-issues/issues/1
https://github.com/mpi-forum/mpi-issues/issues/3

MPI Partitioned Communications
Approved for public release

Ryan Grant
Sandia National Laboratories

Persistent Partitioned Buffers
• Expose the “ownership” of a buffer as a shared to MPI
• Need to describe the operation to be performed before contributing segments
• MPI implementation doesn’t have to care about sharing
– Only needs to understand how many times it will be called

• Threads are required to manage their own buffer ownership such that the buffer is

valid

– The same as would be done today for code that has many threads working on a dataset (that’s

not a reduction)

• Result: MPI is thread agnostic with a minimal synchronization overhead

(atomic_inc)

– Can alternatively use task model instead of threads, IOVEC instead of contiguous buffer
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Example for Persistence
• Like persistent communications, setup the operation

int MPIX_Partitioned_send_init(. void *buf, int count, MPI_Datatype data_type,
int to_rank, int to_tag, int num_partitions, MPI_Info info, MPI_Comm comm,
MPI_Request *request);
• Start the request

MPI_ Start(request)
 Add items to the buffer

#omp parallel for …
int MPIX_Pready( void* buf, int count, MPI_Datatype in_datatype,
int offset_index, MPI_Request *request);
• Wait on completion

MPI_Wait(request)

 Optional: Use the same partitioned send over again

MPI_ Start(request)
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New Type of Overlap
• “Early bird communication”
• Early threads can start moving data right away
• Could implement using RDMA to avoid message matching
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Application Benefit
• Real reactor physics proxy app: SimpleMOC
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Takeaways
• Implementation work already done for library
– Library works for OMPI and MPICH so very low effort for base functionality
– Integration underway for OMPI
• There are things we cannot optimize at the library level because we do not know enough about the low level network

details

• Simplifies Multi-threading work
– Confines multi-threading to a small portion of the library
– Concentrate on performance only in multi-threaded specific calls

• Proposal builds a base to build other future multi-threaded solutions
– This is essentially the shared-buffer partitioned send here
– Could have some receive-side partitioning when careful about overheads
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Other (Possible) MPI-4.0 Changes
Approved for public release

Ryan Grant
Sandia National Laboratories

MPI_Info Changes
• New functions: MPI_Info_get_string
– Safe new version
– Won’t give back non-null terminated strings

• Possible deprecation of MPI_Info_get and MPI_Info_get_valuelen
– Looks likely but not guaranteed
– Won’t go away for a long time
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Weighted Cartesian Create
• New functions:
– MPI_Cart_create_weighted
– MPI_Dims_create_weighted

• Meant to allow efficient mapping of Cartesian grids over multi-level NUMA domains
• Voted delayed in last MPI forum meeting
– Unclear if it is going to get in, but unlikely for 4.0 due to timelines
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Big Count
• Up the size of count integers from 32-bits to 64-bits

• Adds new _X big size versions of existing functions

• Developing automated method of introducing polymorphism into specification

document

• New functions – no impact, using MPI_Count type to avoid multiple functions
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Other MPI Topics

George Bosilca
University of Tennessee - Knoxville

What’s next for resilience in MPI?
• Current status with “posix-like error handling” gives fallback from MPI
errors, crude fault tolerance, but no MPI fault recovery
• Working on two main proposals:
• Fine-grained recovery: “Mini-ULFM” – Led by Aurelien Bouteiller
• Coarse-grained recovery: “Reinit” – Led by Ignacio Laguna

• These two things are made up of smaller pieces where some are
being done independently and some as a group.
• Interrupting Error Handlers (trigger outside MPI calls)
• Implicit Error Propagation
• Resilient Sessions

ULFM: User Level Fault Mitigation
• Error propagation has a [scalable] scope
• Communicators can be broken or revoked

• Resumes matching for MPI_ANY_SOURCE

• MPI_Comm_failure_get_acked(comm, &group)
• Returns to the user the group of processes acknowledged to
have failed
MPI_Comm_revoke(comm)
– Non-collective collective, interrupts all operations on comm
(future or active, at all ranks) by raising MPI_ERR_REVOKED

•

MPI_Comm_shrink(comm, &newcomm)
– Collective, creates a new communicator without failed
processes (identical at all ranks)
MPI_Comm_agree(comm, &mask)
– Collective, agrees on the AND value on binary mask, ignoring
failed processes (reliable AllReduce), and the return core

•

Recovery

•

Propagation

• Enforce no predefined resilience model,
instead application developers
implement the resilience model that fits
best the domain/application
• With efficient implementations of the
proposed API the resilience is as scalable
as the implemented model
• Has been successfully used to implement
coordinated and uncoordinated
checkpoint, message logging,
transactions, migration, replication,
algorithm-based fault tolerance

• MPI_Comm_failure_ack(comm)
Notification

• Provide a flexible API to allow
applications to restore communication
capabilities

Tutorial this afternoon at 2:30 in Founder II: Application-driven Fault-Tolerance for High Performance Distributed Computing

Reinit
• Reduce the impact of failures by preventing the traditional job-restart
upon failures
• Reinit fault-tolerance model enables MPI recovery targeting checkpointed,
restartable applications
• MPI_Reinit( int argc, char **argv,
int (*resilient_entry)(int argc, char **argv) )

• Provide an implementation of the Reinit model based on Open
MPI4.0 (2.3.1.11 OMPI-X)
• Evaluate the performance of
Reinit using ECP-relevant
workloads (CoMD and Lulesh)

ECP Exascale MPI
Business Sensitive Information

PI: Pavan Balaji (Argonne National Laboratory)
Co-PIs: Marc Snir, Abdelhalim Amer, Yanfei Guo, Rob Latham, Kenneth Raffenetti, Min Si
Other Key Personnel: Neelima Bayyapu, Kavitha Madhu, Giuseppe Congiu, Hoang-Vu Dang, Christopher Bills,
Huansong Fu, Hui Zhou, Shintaro Iwasaki
Jan 16, 2020

•
•

Exascale MPI (MPICH)

MPICH and it derivatives in the Top 10
1.

Summit (USA): Spectrum MPI

Funded by DOE for 27 years

2.

Sierra (USA): Spectrum MPI

Has been a key influencer in the adoption of MPI

3.

TaihuLight (China): Sunway MPI

4.

Tianhe-2A (China): MPICH-TH2

– First/most comprehensive implementation of every MPI standard

5.

Frontera (USA): Intel MPI and
MVAPICH2

– Allows supercomputing centers to not compromise on what features they
demand from vendors

6.

Piz Daint (Switzerland): Cray MPI

7.

Trinity (USA): Cray MPI

8.

ABCI (USA): Intel MPI and MVAPICH2

9.

SuperMUC-NG (Germany): Intel MPI

•

DOE R&D100 award in 2005 for MPICH

•

DOE R&D100 award in 2019 for UCX (MPICH internal comm. layer)

•

MPICH and its derivatives are the world’s most widely used MPI
implementations

10. Lassen (USA): Spectrum MPI

MPICH and its derivatives power 7 of the
top 10 supercomputers (Jun. 2019 Top500
rankings)

– Supports all versions of MPI including the recent MPI-3.1
MPICH is not just a
software
It’s an Ecosystem

MPICH Users

TAU

PETSc

MPE
HPCToolkit

DDT

Totalview

Sunway
MPI

Planned Exascale Machines

Intel
MPI

RIKEN
MPI

MPICH

Cray
MPI
Microsoft
MPI

Tianhe
MPI
ParaStation
MPI

MVAPICH

FGMPI

ADLB

MathWorks
ANSYS

1.

Aurora (USA): Intel MPI

2.

Frontier (USA): Cray MPI

3.

El Capitan (USA): Cray MPI

4.

Tianhe 3 (China): Tianhe MPI

5.

Sunway Light 2 (China): Sunway MPI

6.

Nebulae 2 (China): MVAPICH

All six planned Exascale machines
will use MPICH derivatives
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Key Focus Areas

Influence the evolution of
the MPI Standard to address
ECP and DOE application
needs

Work together with the ECP
ecosystem

MPI
Work with vendors to ensure high
performance MPI implementations for
DOE supercomputer acquisitions

Address Key Technical Challenges
Performance &
Scalability

Heterogeneity
MPI+X Hybrid
Programming

Fault Tolerance
Topology
Awareness
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Software Delivery: MPICH Release Model
• MPICH typically follows an 18-month cycle for major releases (3.x), barring some

significant releases

– Minor bug fix releases for the current stable release happen every few months
– Preview releases for the next major release happen every few months
• Current stable release is in the 3.3.x series
– mpich-3.3.2 was released at SC 2019
• Upcoming major release is in the 3.4 series
– mpich-3.4a2 release was in Dec 2019
– mpich-3.4b1 release expected early Feb 2020
– Final release in summer 2020
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Performance Improvements from Lightweight Communication
• Reduction of overhead in performance critical path
• Improved performance and scalability for Nek5000 before reaching the scalability limit of the test problem at
32K processes
Strong scaling of Nek5000 with XXT solver on Summit

Application
MPI Interface

CH4-UCX
35

MPI Layer
Derived Datatype
Management

Group
Management

Abstract Device Interface (ADI)
CH4
CH4 Core
Architecture-specific
Collectives

Netmods
OFI

UCX

Active Message
Fallback

Shmmods
POSIX

XPMEM

CH3

30

Executione Time (s)

Machine-independent
Collectives

CH3-MXM

25
20
15
10
5
0

2048

4096

8192

16384

32768

Number of Processes
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MPI + X Hybrid Programming Improvements (1/2)
MPI Virtual Communicator Interfaces (VCIs)
• Thread contention in large scale applications can be handled if application can
expose communication parallelism to MPI
• E.g., using communicators, tags, ranks, windows
• Implementation Optimization, all within MPI 3.1 standard

MPI

Data Model with MPI (3.1) Transfer

Data Model with MPI (3.1) Transfer

Application

Application

User Endpoint
CTX

Hardware

User Endpoint

MPI
CTX

CTX

Hardware

These works are done in close collaboration with Intel
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MPI + X Hybrid Programming Improvements (2/2)
Performance of MPI VCIs
• Evaluation of the prototype with multithreaded stencil kernel that model from ECP applications.
55
50

1 iteration; 16 cores per node
0.8

45
Messages/s (x 106)

Communication Time (ms) of Halo Exchange in Stencil Kernel

Message Rate of Multithread Communication with MPI Endpoints
(16 threads/node)

40

0.7

35

0.6

30

0.5

25

0.4

20

0.3

15

0.2

10

0.1

5

0

0
-5
Message size (B)
MPI_THREAD_SINGLE
MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE with MPI_COMM_WORLD
MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE with separate COMMs

Mesh dimension
MPI_THREAD_SINGLE
MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE with MPI_COMM_WORLD
MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE with separate COMMs
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Improvements to RMA
• Exsiting MPI does not use hardware atomic operations as a default setting
• New development work enables hardware atomic operations in specific windows based on the user hints

Evaluation of hardware-accelerated MPI atomics
in NWChem DFT for Carbon 180 with 631G* basis set on Cray XC40/KNL.

140
120

125.84

GET

With HW-Atomics

123.00

124.68

131.65

100
80
60

51.71

40

37.78

33.89

35.06

20
0

256

512
1024
Number of Processes (64 processes per node)

2048

Time (minutes)

Task Time (minutes)

Original

Performance analysis of NWChem DFT on Cray XC40/KNL.
The atomics overhead (FOP) is significantly reduced by using HW MPI atomics.

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

PUT

ACC

FOP

42.10

76.36

Original
np=256

SYNC

COMP

27.16

42.16
With HW-Atomics
np=256

76.36

Original
np=512

27.03
With HW-Atomics
np=512
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Topology Awareness Improvements
Virtual Topology Functionality
• Showcases integration with Scotch library. Provide MPI community with a virtual topology implementation
for evaluation.
• Makes virtual topology optimizations available to applications.
• Applications which do nearest-neighbor communication
2D Halo Exchange (100,000 iterations)
7.4
7.2

Seconds

7
6.8
6.6
6.4
6.2
6
5.8
5.6

avg time
MPICH 3.3 (round-robin)

MPICH 3.3 (block)

MPICH 3.4 (ideal)

MPI_Neighbor_allgather
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GPU Support Status
• For NVIDIA and AMD GPUs
– Already supported through UCX

• For Intel GPU
– On-going development
– Inter-node
• Native GPU RDMA through Libfabric
• Active Message Fallback in CH4

– Intra-node
• GPU IPC Support in SHM

• Pack/Unpack GPU Kernels

These works are done in close collaboration with our vendor parterns including Intel, Cray, Mellanox and NVIDIA
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Collective Selection Framework
• MPICH has multiple algorithms for collective operations
• Making selections based on
– Message size
– Communication size
– Availability of HW acceleration

• Runtime selection and user-guided selection
– Optimizations for application or network

These works are done in close collaboration with Intel
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Thank you!

Open MPI Updates

Howard Pritchard
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Open MPI - Recent activity and what’s next
• Maintenance releases
– 3.0.6 and 3.1.6 are in release candidate phase
– 4.0.3 is in release candidate phase
• Upcoming in the 5.x release
– Support via MPIX interfaces for proposed/accepted features
of the MPI 4 standard
– OMPIO improvements
• support for DAOS, IME, IBM Spectrum Scale/GPFS
– Improved multi-threading support
– Multiple NIC support for the OFI libfabric MTL
– Replace ORTE with PRRTE
– Make PMIx (OpenPMIX) a first class internal API
• Remove MPI-1/MPI-2 deprecated interfaces
• Remove MPIR
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Outline
• MPI 4 status and roadmap – David Bernholdt
• Major MPI 4 features
– Sessions, Persistent Collectives – Howard Pritchard
– MPI_T – Kathryn Mohror
– Hardware Topologies – George Bosilca
– Error Management – Yanfei Guo
– Partitioned Communications – Ryan Grant

• Possible additional MPI 4 features – Ryan Grant
• Other MPI Forum topics – George Bosilca
• Recent highlights in MPICH – Yanfei Guo
• Recent highlights in Open MPI – Howard Pritchard
• General Q&A and discussion – You!
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